Value of clinical data and neuropsychological measures in probable Alzheimer's disease.
We examined retrospectively 60 probable Alzheimer's disease (AD) outpatients, 30 with early onset (EOP) and 30 with late onset (LOP), divided into two groups on the basis of illness duration (within 2 years (P<2) and over 2 years (P>2)), compared with 60 normal controls (NC). We employed a battery of neuropsychological tests including the mini mental state examination (MMSE) and our brief mental deterioration battery (BMDB), computerized psychomotor performance tests and staging of functional impairment. EOP were worse than LOP in verbal fluency and in functional impairment, being better only in Rey's long-term verbal memory (RLT). P>2 were more compromised than P<2 in functional impairment, MMSE, personal and temporal orientation and RLT. Our BMDB showed the highest accuracy in classifying probably AD patients, whereas, MMSE had a high specificity but poor sensitivity as well as psychomotor performance tasks. In conclusion, AD patients with early onset, having a worse functional impairment, appear to be an eligible group to evaluate possible changes in response to antidementia treatment.